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Executive Summary

With the emerging video viewing habits, providing best user experience to the 

viewers while keeping costs rational is absolutely crucial for Pay TV operators to 

delight customers and achieve business goals. In today’s world, multiscreen 

video delivery is the new normal, which means the quality of content delivered to 

different screens become highly significant. 

Thus, there is a growing trend among service providers to replace traditional live 

multicast video delivery over RTP with HTTP based UABR delivery. However, 

streaming live channels over unicast ABR requires huge investment on network  

infrastructure and streaming platforms. 

A customised Multicast ABR solution, considering minimal changes in existing 

network infrastructure and streaming platform, will solve two purposes, mitigate  

high network costs and offer high quality of experience for mass live TV events. 

The  rationale is to merge efficiency of multicast with usefulness of ABR to 

achieve  acceptable QoE without huge investments. 
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Adaptive Bit Rate 

Conditional Access System 

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

Internet Protocol Television 

Multicast Adaptive Bit Rate/Multicast ABR Motion Pictures Expert Group 

Over the top 

Proximus 

Quality of Experience 

Unicast Adaptive Bit Rate/Unicast ABR 

Acronyms

ABR CAS

DASH

HTTP 

IPTV
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MPEG
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Introduction

Since long, linear video delivery via RTP multicast has proven to be efficient, 
scalable and the most popular technique of video distribution. However, it was 
designed to allow only a single continuous stream to be telecasted.

In the recent past, there has been a significant shift in TV watching trends with 
proliferation of hand held devices combined with network capabilities. Viewers are 
demanding multiscreen video delivery, that is, abilities to watch TV anywhere, 
everywhere. And of-course, with the same or similar quality of experience (QoE) 
across all platforms and devices.

To achieve it, HTTP (unicast) ABR is evolving as the most preferred technology 
because of its ability to adapt dynamically to the network conditions and device 
capabilities (like resolution, hardware capabilities, etc.), thereby offering best QoE 
across all platforms. However, there is a limitation. It is not able to deliver for a mass 
live event, when actually the traffic of viewers increases drastically resulting in too 
many unicast sessions. For such situations, to offer an acceptable level of QoE 
using UABR, pay TV operators will require huge investments to upgrade network 
infrastructure.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the readers to the next emerging 
technology – the Multicast ABR, which can help overcome limitations of UABR and 
merge efficiency of multicast with effectiveness of ABR to achieve acceptable QoE 
without huge investments. This is realized by transmitting live content using 
multicast as far as possible and then convert it into unicast point to point. This 
makes the major part of the distribution over the access network scalable, while 
local distribution at home benefits from the Unicast ABR over HTTP.

Only few popular live events/channels are transmitted using Multicast ABR. Other 
channels are served using standard live unicast ABR streaming over HTTP. That is, 
both Multicast ABR and Unicast ABR delivery models coexist.
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Multicast ABR Solution

The following proposed solution is based on in-house R&D initiatives to be in line with 
latest technical trends in delivering multimedia contents.  The solution is stimulated 
from DVB technical specification on “Adaptive Media Streaming Over IP Multicast”, 
published in March 2020.

a. Architecture

In Multicast ABR, media streams are retrieved from the origin server in the form of ABR 
segments, typically using the same ABR streaming protocol (such as MPEG DASH) that a 
media player might employ. These ABR segments are then delivered reliably by using 
some reliable multicast protocol to multiple home gateways or set-top boxes 
simultaneously. The content, received by home gateways via multicast, is cached and 
provided to ABR clients in the home network via unicast. The ABR clients are not even 
aware that the content they request is delivered to the home via multicast.

Broadly, Multicast ABR solution consists of following three components: 

Multicast Server 

Multicast Server resides close to the origin server and embeds ABR content within 
multicast streams. It acts as a unicast ABR client, that is, it downloads and parses 
manifest and starts downloading ABR segments. Downloaded ABR segments are 
continuously transmitted over the network by encapsulating them into units of some 
reliable multicast protocol. Video streams of multiple resolutions and/or bitrates and 
audio streams of multiple languages corresponding to the same channel can also be 
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transmitted. 

Multicast Gateway 

Multicast Gateway resides in the home gateway device or in the set top box that delivers 
content to other devices in the home network. It joins the multicast streams of the 
popular live channel, unwraps the ABR segments and stores them into its cache. Until 
the first segments are completely received, it forwards all incoming requests directly to 
the origin server. On receiving the ABR segments, it stops forwarding requests to origin 
server and replies itself with the requested content present in its cache. 

Multicast Controller 

The decision on which content is delivered via unicast or via multicast is taken by the 
Multicast Controller and is either based on viewing activity that is continuously 
monitored or policies defined by operators. It also decides how to map content to 
multicast groups and, thus, controls the channel map. It regularly communicates with 
the Multicast Gateways and Multicast Server to collect viewership information and to 
update channel map. 

b. Advantages

 Broadcast like efficiency for linear TV delivered via OTT streaming.

 High QoE even during peak demands for live ABR content.

 Supports existing standard ABR streaming technologies without modification so the 
original ABR streaming servers and ABR clients remain unchanged
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Benefits of Multicast ABR

The above proposed solution offers following key benefits.

a. Cost efficient

 Reduce video delivery workflows

Today as multiscreen video consumption has become new normal for subscribers, in 
order to serve the companion devices in the home, most service providers have to 
maintain two completely different video delivery workflows:

 Multicast delivery over RTP: provides live services to the legacy IPTV set-top boxes

 OTT delivery: provides recorded or Video on Demand (VOD) content to other client 
devices such as smartphones, tablets etc.

Maintaining these two distinct video delivery workflows is very expensive for service 
providers as they require different encoders and packagers and employ different 
technologies for targeted advertisement and content recording. Convergence of these 
two video delivery workflows into a single one i.e. OTT delivery would be very cost 
effective for IPTV service providers.

 Re-use existing network infrastructure

IPTV service providers enjoy a very advantageous position in this aspect. They already 
have a manged network in place, which can be utilized to deliver ABR streams via 
multicast. This means no or minimal cost overhead to deploy MABR. They have a clear 
strategic edge as they can readily deploy it whereas their OTT competitors will struggle to 
adopt this technology.

 Customer owned solution – No license fee

Design and develop M-ABR solution as per customer requirement. No recurring cost, 
resulting in reduced OPEX.

 Avoid high network upgrade costs

Based on data available, it is evident that network costs go up exponentially with increase 
in number of unicast connections.

This means to offer reliable and a good QoE for a popular linear TV event over unicast, 
operators will have no choice but to expand network capacity to cater to high simulcast 
requests, which is usually very expensive. By employing multicast to deliver ABR, 
operators can reduce these costs. 
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b. Superior QoE for consumers

 Reduce network congestion / Increase bandwidth efficiency

Switching to multicast ABR for mass live events, like popular sports event or prime time 
program, can reduce unicast bursts, eliminate network congestion and thus will offer 
one of the best viewing experiences to the subscribers.

c. Extend latest technological benefits of ABR for linear TV

As this space evolves and 4K content becomes the de facto standard for Linear TV, the 
improved network efficiency combined with technological benefits and improvements 
of ABR can really enhance the viewer satisfaction.

Source: Frost & Sullivan analysis
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Conclusion

To align themselves with new age multiscreen video viewing habits, pay TV operators 
have started adopting Unicast ABR technologies. However, while doing so, they face 
enormous challenges especially during streaming of live events, which is not suited for 
unicast delivery.

The Multicast ABR is fast emerging as an optimal solution to address those challenges 
of network scalability by adding the efficiency of multicast to live ABR streaming. This 
solution can reduce CAPEX and OPEX significantly, by having single content delivery 
platform for both linear and non-linear TV. 

R Systems is a global technology and analytics services company. We help our clients 
achieve speed-to-market, overcome digital barriers, and create business value with 
our specialized service offerings and consultative business approach. We speak the 
language of business as fluently as we do the language of technology. In other words, 
we speak digital. Our goal: accelerate our clients’ digital leadership.
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